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 ݚऒ (Strengths) 
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⌅ᖻㅜ 610ㄐ)ᐢᯬ 2010ᒤ 11ᴸࡦᇊˈ

















ަሖˈ൘ 1995 ᒤ 7 ᴸ俉⑟ᐢሖᯭҶа
ԭ਽⛪㏌ਸ⟡ۣ٬ (Overall thermal 










ᗇ䎵䙾 35 W/m2৺ᒣਠ(䴒ൠ䶒 15ޜቪ
ԕޗ䜘࠶)нᗇ䎵䙾 80 W/m2ˈ䆺ᡀ⮦Ӻ
Ⲵᔪㇹ⢙儈ຄнᗇ䎵䙾 24 W/m2৺ᒣਠ
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